My honour cannot be subject to
trading...there has been encroachment
on the principles and ideologies
of BJP | JASWANT SINGH

THE COWBOY WHO TOOK ON INDIRA GANDHI
A sewage inspector in Kanpur, B P Dixit, contested and lost every poll since 1962.
Known as “ghodeywala” — he rode a horse and wore a cowboy hat — he even
contested against Indira Gandhi twice. Was sent to an asylum, but found ‘sane’
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Nagma goes by script, Mind the gap: 1 MP for 16L voters
plays to the gallery Keeping In
Anindya Chattopadhyay

Works Glam
Quotient To
Woo Meerut

Touch With
Electors Tough

How many electors does
an MP represent?
Seats

1951
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or the upcoming general
elections, over 84 crore
people are registered as
voters as per the latest Election Commission figures.
They will elect 543 MPs. That
means on average, each MP
represents over 15.5 lakh voters. That’s almost four and a
half times the number of voters per MP in the first general elections held in 1951-52.
Voters have been increasing because population is
increasing. But the number
of seats in Lok Sabha has
not increased since 1977. As
a result, an MP has to represent more and more people
with each passing election.
This
anomaly
gets
stranger if you look at statewise averages of voters per
MP. For the coming election, a Rajasthan MP will
represent nearly 18 lakh

F
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Meerut: Nagma walks into
the Congress party office
in Meerut leaving behind a
trail of scuffles between her
bouncers in black and wannabe netas in white. Before
her is a milder version of the
same, except with TV journalists and cameramen trying to capture the best of the
Hindi film star of yesteryear.
She knows exactly what they
want, and they get it.
“If Modi boasts about
a 56-inch chest, then why
does he need to contest
from two seats? So what if
I am an actor? MGR, Jayalalithaa, Raj Babbar, Sunil
Dutt — all made successful
politicians,” she says. “We
have to work on improving
Meerut-Delhi connectivity...
Farmers in UP haven’t received the subsidy the Centre granted them. We must
make sure they get it,” she
adds. Dressed in a pale yellow cotton sari, she rattles
off the answers almost before reporters can complete
their questions.
After having been a “campaigner” for Congress since
2004, Nagma is now the party’s candidate from Meerut.
The city is most famous for
the 1857 rebellion against
the British. More recently,
it has developed a reputation of being a communal
hotspot. This is also a place
where Congress hasn’t seen
a win since 1999. Nagma,
39, who delivered a few hits
in Hindi cinema in the ’90s
before moving on to Telugu,
Tamil and Bhojpuri films, is
taking charge here.
Through the rehearsed
answers (RTI and women’s
empowerment make repeated appearances), she
maintains the appearance
of being affable, broken only

RARE VIEW OF A STAR ON STREET: Nagma during her campaign

when probed beyond the expected questions. “How is
that relevant?” is something
this reporter heard from her
more than once.
Typing her name in a
YouTube search box throws
up suggestions like “nagma
hot”, “nagma hot HD”, “Nagma hot Telugu songs HD”.
Clearly, there is more than
just her alleged political acumen that Congress wants to
cash in on. “Glamorous hun,
toh kya karoon (What do I do
if I am glamorous?). It is an
added asset,” she says. That
films have fed into her politi-

FACETIME
cal career is not something
she hides. As long as seven
years ago, she had said in an
interview that she took up
Bhojpuri films in a big way as
it would improve her political prospects in UP. The move
seems to have paid off. “Film
actors already have a public
outreach which helps political parties bridge the gap between them and the people,”
says the Panditji Batayi Na
Biyah Kab Hoyi star.
But for many, her image
is frozen from the popular
films of the ’90s. “Yalgaar
was such a hit,” says Mehraz, a driver waiting outside the Congress office in
Meerut’s posh Saket area.
Ashu, who irons clothes for
a living, says he has heard
of her, but isn’t familiar
with her films or songs.
Meanwhile,
enthusiastic
TV reporters field ques-

tions like, “Kaisa lagta hai?
(How does it feel?)” which is
the title of a song from her
1992 mega hit Baaghi. Does
she wish she were more relevant in public memory? “I
don’t think I have faded from
public memory. I have been
working on the ground for
Congress for ten years, attending meetings for NSUI
and
women’s wing. You
can’t be taken seriously otherwise,” she told TOI while
on the move in her car.
Two years ago, Nagma
almost made it to the Rajya Sabha — a result of a
casual vacancy when Vilasrao Deshmukh passed away.
Thanks to reservation rules,
the seat went to another candidate. “The Rajya Sabha
would have been a good fit
since I am a national figure.
I have done films in nine languages and am known in as
many states,” she says. The
rough and tumble of UP politics has its attraction. “This
is where national leaders are
made,” says the south Mumbai born-and-bred actor.
Any resentment among
party workers about being
passed over for a ticket, vanishes when the Bollywood
not-so-biggie is among them.
She harbours no delusions
about their breast-beating
over-enthusiastic show of
support. Ask her how she
deals with opposition within
the party and she has a pithy
response. “With a smile,”
she says. “One needs to be
humble and keep everyone
in good spirits,” says Nagma.
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Kerala with lower population
growth, says election expert
Sanjay Kumar, director of
New Delhi-based think tank
Centre for Studies of Developing Societies.
“It would have meant
penalizing states that have
successfully restricted their
population. This was not
fair,” he explained.
So, constituency numbers were kept the same
within states, leading to the
present anomalous ratio
of voters per MP. Nowhere
in the world is there such
a high ratio of voters per
elected representative. The
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Jaipur: The list of BJP
candidates in Rajasthan includes some rank outsiders
while a few loyalists of chief
minister Vasundhara Raje
have missed the bus. This
choice of candidates is a reflection of how Raje has been
more focused on strengthening the party organization
rather than following the
usual trend of rewarding the
coterie.
“We won the assembly
polls by a huge margin largely due to coordination between the BJP and RSS outfits. To keep that momentum,
we need to retain the same
level of coordination,” says a
BJP leader.
After winning 163 of 200
assembly seats, Raje has
shown caution even in oblig-

ON TRACK: CM Vasundhara Raje on a recent train journey

ing her loyalists. Reports say
the party replaced sitting MP
Ram Singh Kaswa with his
son Rahul Kaswa after resistance from state health minister Rajendra Singh Rathore.
A Raje loyalist, Rathore was
hell-bent on replacing Kaswa.
Raje treaded the middle-path
and nominated the MP’s son.

Interestingly, Baba Ramdev’s loyalists also figure
in the BJP list — Mahant
Chandnath (Alwar) and Swami Sumedanand (Sikar), both
residents of Rohtak, Haryana. Party insiders say that
Ramdev was not happy about
his supporters being ignored
by the national BJP. However,

not troubled by criminal candidates while only
17% in Punjab felt the same. This “support” is
correlated with the share of parliamentary candidates facing serious criminal charges who contested the 2009 elections: states where voters were
less troubled have the greatest share of criminal
candidates nominated by parties.
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closest would be the US
where the average number
of voters per House of
Representatives member is
about 7 lakh.
All this leads to an increasing disconnect between people and elected
representatives,
turning
serious as elections approach. In two weeks candidates have to somehow
contact 15 lakh people. With
increasing restrictions on
overt spending – on posters,
vehicles or public meetings
– the dynamic of contesting
elections is fast changing.
And so is covert spending.

Raje offered to accommodate
the two Ramdev followers after which the yoga guru went
back to singing paeans to
Narendra Modi.
Raje’s move to include veteran Congress leader from
Marwar, Sonaram Choudhary, into the BJP fold is
also seen as a smart move to
wipe out the Congress from
Marwar region. Sonaram,
who joined BJP this week, is
a known Jat leader from the
region, where the Congress
stands dismantled, more so
after the demise of patriarch
Parasram Maderna.
Sonaram was fielded as
the BJP nominee from Barmer Lok Sabha seat against
Rahul Gandhi loyalist and
current Congress MP Harish Meena on Friday. Sonaram’s candidature was not
announced on Wednesday

POLITRICKS

as senior BJP leader Jaswant Singh was also keen to
contest from the seat. Party
sources said that Raje was
adamant on nominating
Sonaram, but had met with
strong resistance from national leaders who want to
avoid another controversy
involving a senior leader.
However, on Friday BJP denied the Barmer seat to Jaswant Singh.
Former Rajasthan DGP,
Harish Chandra Meena, now
BJP candidate from Dausa, is
seen as another prize catch
for the party to win back
Meena voters, who have so
far, rallied around Kirori
Meena. During assembly
polls, Gujjar and Jat communities voted for the BJP en
bloc but Meena community
was still divided and majority remained loyal to Kirori.

Ajit Ninan

STRONG CASTE BIAS

Finally, we probed respondents on their caste
prejudices and preferences. Parties place considerable weight on the “caste calculus” of constituencies when selecting candidates. Yet in our last
article we reported that economic considerations—not issues of identity—are at the top of
(%)
family of politicians?” To our surprise, 46% of
voters’ minds in 2014. Specifically, “opportunity
respondents said yes.
and respect for persons of my caste or religion”—
This support exhibits marked variation
ranked eighth (out of eight) on the list of voters’
66
GUJ
across states (fig right). For instance, support for
priorities. Separately, we asked voters whether it
dynastic politicians is lowest in Odisha (29%),
was important to them that someone of their
59
AP
Kerala and Punjab (33% in each) and greatest in
broad caste grouping won the election in their
MAH
59
Andhra Pradesh (59%) and Gujarat (66%). Over
constituency; 46% of voters said it was, under51
75% of MPs from Punjab have family connections HAR
scoring a strong, positive bias in favor of one’s
in politics—the highest percentage of any major KAR
own caste when it comes to voting.
50
state—while less than a fifth of Gujarat’s MPs
Furthermore, we detected a strong negative
50
MP
come from political families, one of the lowest.
bias against other castes - 36% said they would
TN
50
Thus while voters in some states where dynasty
be troubled if someone from another caste
is most prevalent least support the practice and CTG
grouping won the election. As with criminality,
47
vice versa, the cases of Odisha and Andhra India
we used experimental techniques to isolate
46
Pradesh suggest that voters might have different
“true” responses. This technique unUP
46
perceptions on dynastic politicians representing
covered that 57% of respondents would
WB
them at the state versus central levels.
be troubled by a candidate from an42
When voters were asked why they supported
other caste winning the election (a 50%
RAJ
39
dynastic candidates, 45% responded that they are
increase over those who indicated bias
BIH
37
better at politics because it is their family occupawhen asked directly).
tion, while another 40% believe that family- PUN
How do we reconcile the fact that iden33
Indirect caste
backed politicians are likely to succeed because KER
tity ranks so poorly among voters’ priori33
discrimination
of greater exposure to politics. Thus, the overties yet clearly shapes their decision-makODI
29
whelming majority of respondents believe that
ing? The data suggests an answer: while
dynastic politicians quite simply have an inside
identity matters to voters, it does not extrack to “doing politics” better. This cannot be tion, it is hard to know whether
plain partisan decisions. Between 2009
%
reduced to delivering benefits to voters: just 15% this number is accurate. So we
and end-2013, support for the BJP grew by
of respondents replied that a dynastic back- ran an experiment reading re14, 12 and 8% among upper castes, OBCs
ground makes it easier to deliver services.
and SCs respectively, large shifts which
spondents a list of candidate
account for the party’s dramatic resurcharacteristics, asking them
gence. If voter preferences were largely
how many of those attributes
CRIME & POLITICS
Direct caste
determined by caste identity, there would
A second manifest reality of contemporary In- trouble them. The key innovadiscrimination
be little volatility in the electorate since
dian politics is the nexus between crime and tion is that respondents need not
these identities changed little during this
electoral politics. In 2004, 24% of MPs faced pend- disclose which of the statements
period. Instead, contingent concerns, such
ing criminal cases with 15% facing charges of a trouble them, just how many
as the economy, are more salient in deterserious nature. Five years later, 30% of MPs (thus, protecting the anonymity
%
mining voter preferences.
elected in 2009 faced criminal cases (19% of a of their preferences). Lok reFinally, voters’ stoicism regarding dyspondents were randomly diserious nature). The widespread publicity of
nasty and criminality suggests that parties
information on the biographical details of can- vided into two groups with the
see little competitive advantage in addresslist of statements shown to each
didates did not trigger a backlash on the part of
ing these concerns and, hence, have little
group virtually identical, except
voters; indeed, quite the opposite.
Caste affinity
incentive to change. Voters are desperSpeculation that the presence of the anti- in half of the cases we added
ately looking for someone who gets things
corruption Aam Aadmi Party would put pres- criminality as a potential attridone, whether dynasty or even mafia. Unsure on the two main parties to desist from select- bute. We estimate that nearly
fortunately this short-term outlook has
ing tainted candidates has not yet been borne half of voters (48%) are not
%
created the very conditions of poor goverout. In the Delhi elections, 29% of MLAs elected troubled by a candidate facing
nance that is driving voting behavior. The
in Dec 2013 had pending criminal cases of a seri- serious criminal charges if he
resulting equilibrium is one of the severcan deliver benefits. This finding
ous nature, as opposed to only 9% in 2008.
est challenges facing Indian democracy.
To understand whether parties are foisting implies that the presence of
criminals on voters, we asked respondents criminals in politics is fundaKapur and Sircar are with CASI at the
whether they would vote for a candidate who mentally not an issue of lack of information, but
delivers benefits to them even if s/he faces seri- rather lack of governance.
University of Pennsylvania. Vaishnav is with
ous criminal cases. 26% of respondents answered
the Carnegie Endowment for International
This sentiment, however, varied markedly
affirmatively. Given the sensitivity of this ques- across states: 83% of respondents in Odisha were
Peace. Details at: indiaintransition.com
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Increasing use of electronic
media or Web-based platforms is also driven by this
compulsion.
Once the MP is elected,
the responsibility of staying in touch with the voters
also is more difficult.
Although the MP is not
supposed to be looking after day-to-day issues like
roads or drinking water or
whether doctors are there
in health centres, in India’s
topsy turvy democracy it
doesn’t work like that.
“People expect their
elected representatives to
solve everything. They don’t
make a distinction between
what an MP is responsible
for and what a local councillor is supposed to do,” says
Kumar.
In reality, the elected representatives too don’t follow
these distinctions when it
comes to promises, so the
people can’t be blamed.
So, what is the solution?
In the future, there is no
option but to increase the
number of seats in the Parliament opines Kumar. But
for now, the unwieldy electoral system will have to
bumble along.

Raje shows tact, puts new faces over loyalists

46% of Indians have no problems supporting
dynastic candidates; 48% will vote for a
criminal candidate who delivers

I

3.5
5.3
9.2
13.2
15.5

voters on average, while one
from Kerala will represent
just 12 lakh voters. This is
among the bigger states, not
counting the smaller states
and UTs where MPs can get
elected with as low an electorate as 50,000 as in Lakshadweep or four to eight
lakh in the Northeast.
In the 2008 delimitation,
standardization of constituencies did not take place as
it would have meant creating
more constituencies in states
like Rajasthan or Bihar with
higher population growth
rates, and cutting down in
states like Tamil Nadu or

All in the surname
n recent years there has been growing uneasiness over the sway of dynasty, criminality and caste in elections. Party elites
are said to give their kith and kin pride of
place, recruit criminals, and manipulate social
divisions on the basis of caste and creed. But
if these choices reflect the preferences of outof-touch party bosses, why do voters vote for
such candidates? In this third installment of
our four-part series on the Indian voter, we
draw once again on data from a new survey of
65,000 Indians sponsored by the Lok Foundation
to examine voters’ views on caste, criminality
and family connections.
Political parties in India, virtually across
the spectrum, have a demonstrated preference
for perpetuating political dynasties. According
to data from Anjali Bohlken and Kanchan
Chandra, while 20% of Lok Sabha MPs elected
in 2004 boasted at least one direct family connection in politics, this figure rose to 29% in
2009 (independently corroborated by Patrick
French). In other words, nearly one in three
members of the 15th Lok Sabha has an immediate family predecessor or concurrently serving
blood relation in parliament.
The conventional wisdom is that voters in
India are fed up with the notion that parties are
often little more than family-owned firms. The
Lok survey asked respondents: “Would you
prefer to vote for a candidate who belongs to a
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49.8
71.7
83.9
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THE INDIAN VOTER INSIDE OUT
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Where NaMo boxes
cut a sari figure
Melvyn Reggie Thomas | TNN

Surat: For textile traders
in the country’s biggest
wholesale synthetic fabric
market, ‘NaMo saris’ have
started creating problems,
mainly in Uttar Pradesh
and Delhi — the biggest
market for the material.
Retail buyers and traders have been asking textile wholesalers in the city
to send fresh stock of saris
without inscribing NaMo
slogans on the boxes.
The move comes after
district administrations in
other parts of the country,
including Pilibhit, banned
the sale of sari boxes with
NaMo slogans on them.
In October 2013, more
than 20,000 textile traders
from over 140 textile markets in the city had joined
the brand Modi campaign

after exhortation by BJP
leaders.
Market sources said
most traders in Pilibhit
have asked their Surat
counterparts to stop packing saris in boxes with pictures of Narendra Modi
and slogans like ‘Nayi Soch
Nayi Ummeed’, ‘NaMo Lao
Desh Bachao’ and ‘Vote

TEXTILE TANGLE
Modi Save Nation’ to avoid
objections by other parties.
Ganpat Jain, director of
Federation of Surat Textile Traders Association
(FOSTTA), said, “Almost
80% of saris packed in the
boxes have NaMo pictures
and slogans. Now, traders
in Delhi and Uttar Pradesh
want the pictures removed.
Many have even returned
the goods.”

